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Dear Editorial team

Thank you for forwarding the comments of the 2 reviewers. We have modified the paper accordingly. The changes have been tracked in the manuscript and are highlighted in red.

**Reviewer 1:**

Page 6, Line 23: the PINP correction has been made. A comment on the dissociation of the turnover markers has been added in page 7.

Page 7: the comment on the subsequent pregnancy has been removed.

**Reviewer 2:**

Page 6, paragraph 2: comment added to clarify that the patient was an in-patient, also following sentence modified for clarity.

Page 7: absence of nephrocalcinosis documented.

Page 8: extra clause and reference added to expand on the reviewer’s point re hypoparathyroidism and FGF23.

**Editorial team comments:**

Patient gender description changed to female

Age, ethnicity included

Demographic information included in both abstract and case sections

List of abbreviations added

Authors’ Contributions change made

Figures in separate file.

We also took the opportunity to correct a unit error observed for PTH measurements (reference range remains correct).

Thank you

Dr Rachel Crowley, on behalf of the authors